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Actor-oriented design [1] is a rapidly evolving paradigm in
the design of complex systems, where concurrent components
(called actors) communicate with one another through ports.
This paradigm is being developed in the form of programming
languages, such as architecture description languages [2] and
coordination languages1 [3], as well in the form of software
tools such as Simulink [4] and Ptolemy II [5]. To support
large systems, actor-oriented design encourages hierarchy ; a
network of components may be bundled together to form a
new component. The resulting systems are typically easier to
reason about than those programmed with threads [6], since
concurrent communication is much more explicit. We thus be-
lieve that actor-oriented design will become increasingly rele-
vant as large system design becomes increasingly common.

For large actor-oriented systems, it may be appropriate to
use different models of computation for component interac-
tion at different levels of a model’s hierarchy. Such systems
are called heterogeneous or multi-paradigm [7]. For these,
metamodeling [8] tools, such as GME [9], are making it eas-
ier to create domain specific modeling environments, while
model-based design tools, such as Ptolemy II, are making it
easier to construct models with heterogeneous behavior.

These approaches make it simpler to design systems with
complex semantics. As actor-oriented systems become larger
and larger, however, new techniques for simple syntactic de-
scriptions of systems, whether visual or textual, will become
equally important. As an example, imagine designing a dis-
tributed system with 10, 000 components. After the system is
built, a new customer wants the same system, but this time
with 20, 000 components. It seems unreasonable to have to
respecify all the connections in the new system. If the hi-
erarchy in the original model is relatively flat, this could be
particularly challenging, as it could require copying and past-
ing thousands of components and connections.

We thus propose composition languages as a way to spec-
ify actor-oriented models. The key to composition languages
is the ability to succinctly specify higher-order models. As
an example, a higher-order model may be a distributed sort
model. The model may be parameterized by a divide com-
ponent (or model), a conquer component, and the respective
numbers of divide and conquer components. A programmer
will specify this higher-order model once and can then use
it for an arbitrary number of components with arbitrary di-
vide and conquer components. This particular example is
similar to the MapReduce programming environment used by
Google for distributed computation [10]. We seek to take this
a step further by providing a generic language for describing
higher-order models. We believe composition languages will
become increasingly important in actor-oriented design, since
they will enable rapid development of large systems.

1Coordination languages may be either agent based (data driven) or
rendezvous based (control driven).
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